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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
Many years ago, Pestalozzi, among the first educators
to consider the problem of education from the standpoint of the
child, made the following statements: "The individuality of the
pupil must be sacred to the teacher." "My idea of elementary
education was suggested to me by the sight of the evils I saw
about me; evils resulting from the routine of the ordinary edu-
cation. "
Various promotional plans, in contrast with the old
traditional system of yearly promotion, and remedial measures,
destined to overcome retardation and maladjustment, have grown
out of this desire to provide for the individual differences
found among the children of our public schools.
#
^The old knowledge conception, evolved during the last
half of the nineteenth century, was based on the assumption that
the mind could be trained by uniform procedure. Although some
children were able to reamin longer in school than were others,
and consequently could climb higher on the educational ladder, the
type of training, however, while ascending the ladder was practi-
cally the same for all.
^Charles Oliver Hoyt - Studies in
the History of Modern Education.
(Silver, Burdett & Company)
E. P. lubberly - Public Education
in the United States - Pg. 18
(Houghton Miffin Co.)
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The mind of the child was conceived as consisting of
a number of more or less water-tight compartments or "faculties”,
the training of which was the business of education.
Back in the days when the Puritans of Massachusetts
realized that it had in the past been "one chief point of that old
deluder, Satan, to keep men from a knowledge of the scriptures",
ordered:
"1. That every town having fifty householders
should at once appoint a teacher of reading and writing,
and provide for his wages in such manner as the town
might determine; and
2 . That every town having one hundred house-
holders must provide a (Latin) grammar school to fit
youths for the university; for failure to do so, a
penalty of five pounds (fe5) was inflicted."
Back in these days, we repeat, the individual was given scai t
consideration in the educational program of the comm -.mi ty.
A glance into the middle of the nineteenth century
shows that the same tendency seemed to be present in the planning
of the schools.
^ Horace Mann, referring to the Boston Public Schools of
1845, makes the following statements: "Schools were ungraded
# 1 E. P. Cubberly
Public Education in the United States
Pg. 17-18
(Houghton Mifflin Co. -1919)
S. A. Courtis
There and Now In Education
Pg. 14
(World Book Co.
)
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in those days; that is, there was no regular grouping of chil-
dren into definite classes of approximately e r ual ability, as at
the present time. Grading was an individual and flexible matter.
For instance, a child on entering school was put with children
his own age. If, however, he proved more competent than this
group, he .sight at any time be called upon to recite with a
higher class.
"
Such statements as these would indicate rather clearly
that the question of maladjustment of pupils and the problem of
retardation received but little attention before the closing
years of the nineteenth century.
With the opening of the twentieth century, a solution
for such problems as these was earnestly sought and the major
problems of this thesis are to center around the improvement of
conditions which have caused pupils to become either maladjusted
or retarded.
( 2 )
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A STATEMENT OF THE MAJOR PROBLEMS
UNDER CONSIDERATION
( 4 )

THE MAJOR PRO BLEMSENDER CONSIDERAT ION
Having made the foregoing statements by way of
introduction, let us turn to a general statement of the major
problems of the thesis, together with some of the investigations
to be made.
First, what are some of the causes of retardation
and maladjustment, together with some of the major remedial
measures for overcoming these faults?
Second, how have some of the various promotional
plans been used to accelerate the progress of pupils and to
break down the traditional idea of lock-step advancement?
Roth of the above-mentioned phases deal with more or
less general problems in the public schools, and will be treated
as such. There will be no attempt made to go into great detail,
but rather to establish a background for the investigations
made in the second part of the thesis.
•the second part of the thesis deals with the promo-
tional problems in the Attleboro High School, and I have here
attempted to analyze the ranking system through an investigation
covering a four year period.
Using the statistics gained ^rom this study, I hope
to determine:
First, whether or not the introduction of the new "D"
rank has been of great value as a remedial measure, and has
( 5 )
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aided greatly in overcoming retardation.
Second, through a study of the failures made in
certain subjects, to determine the need for other remedial
measures.
The conclusion of the thesis will center around sev-
eral practical remedial measures worked out in an effort to
accelerate the progress of pupils who, at the present time, seem
to be suffering from unnecessary retardation or maladjustment.
These remedial measures must, of necessity, be of such a nature
as to require no great amount of reorganization since that is
not to be undertaken at the present time.
( 6 )
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IRETARDATION AND MALADJUSTMENT DEFINED
In entering upon a discussion of the causes of re-
tardation and maladjustment, a brief definition of four terms
will first be made.
Causes: The factors which prevent all pupils from
progressing from grade to grade in accordance with the stan-
dard promotion requirement are said to be causes of retardation
or maladjustment.
Retardation: A pupil, if he is incapable of per-
forming the tasks required of the majority of pupils of chrono-
logical age, is considered retarded.
Maladjustment; A pupil is maladjusted if he is so
situated in school tht he is not realizing the full benefit
of all factors which make for the proper and full development
of his mind and body.
Remedial Measures: Any scheme in school administra-
tion or class-room procedure which will make for better adjust-
ment of the individual child and decrease the amount of retarda-
tion on the part of pupils who are considered to be retarded
is a remedial measure.
( 8 )
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CAUSES OF RETARDATION AND MALADJUSTMENT
It is difficult to list accurately the causes of
failure, because neither teachers nor pupils know exactly what
causes a particular failure. H. R. Douglass, in his book
"Organization and Administration of Secondary Schools", quotes
from Reavis the following list of causes in order of their
importance;
1. Failure to concentrate.
2. Insufficient time and effort.
3. Dislike of teachers.
4. Irregular attendance.
F. Poor study habits.
6. Worry over studi es.
7. Poor foundation.
8. Too much outside work.
9. Poor health.
10. Inability to und er stand.
11. Home-study condi tions unsatisfactory
12. Lack of sleep.
13. Physical defects •
14. Unfair marking.
15. Recent illness.
16. Worry over home condit ions.
17. Lack of interest •
18. Lazi ness.
19. Too much athleti G3.
20. Too much social activity.
21. Dislike of subje ct s.
H. R. Douglass - Organization
and Administration of Secondary Schools
Page 348
(Ginn & Comp any- 19 32)
( 9 )
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IBefore making any comment on the causes just listed,
a brief statement by the pupil might, at this point, be appro-
priate. The statements were gathered at random during a brief
survey made in the high school of Attleboro, Massachusetts, and,
therefore, may not be a fair sample of reasons commonly stated
by pupils. However, since the statements made have been checked
over by a number of teachers and administrators from other schools
and seem to coincide with reasons given by their students, I feel
justified in so presenting the pupils* side of the argument.
Here is what the pupils say:
1. Pupils do not hear the teacher
distinctly.
2. Other pupils fail to make themselves
h^ard in class.
3. Assignments, too long and difficult,
are frequently given in a hurry.
4. Mistakes not made clear by proper
explanation.
5. Teacher spends too much time in dis-
ciplining a few members of the class,
while the ones who really try to do
the work lose interest.
6. Lack of praise for work well done robs
the pupil of the proper desire to do
his work faithfully.
7. The teacher is fussy and nervous, fre-
quently railing to have the proper
amount of patience.
8. There is oftentimes too little drill
given on work which is new.
( 10 )

9 . There is too much reviewing for
the benefit of a few dull pupils
with resulting loss of atten-
tion on the part of those who
have thoroughly mastered the
assignment.
10. The classroom period lacks in-
terest, and degenerates into
a "recitation" with the text-
book as the sole source of dis-
cussion.
11. Examinations are too difficult,
and do not show a fair measure
of the pupils* ability.
12. The curriculum does not offer, in
many instances, the particular
subjects fitted to the pupils'
needs and desires.
In addition to the above causes, pupils seemed
ready, and even eager, to agree in numerous instances to the
entire list as set forth by Reavis.
A review of such failure causes is bound to present
many difficulties and points of difference. To begin with, no
one cause may be accepted as a reason for a student failing to
pass in a certain subject. Many causes frequently combine
to bring about the failure. The teacher's judgment is not in-
fallible by any means, and what he considers a good reason for
a iow rank may be proven to have no bearing at all on the
One or two specific examples may help to show how this
( 11 )
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faulty judgment can easily be rendered:
A pupil in a nearby high school, apparently in good health,
was said to be guilty of failure to concentrate, laziness,
lack of sleep, lack of interest, too much social activity,
dislike for the particular subject under discussion, and dis-
like cf the teacher. These faults were actually checked off on
a personal record card listing important data concerning the
Child, which was at the disposal of the various teachers to
note the various shortcomings and virtues of the student.
The teachers were sincere in their judgment of the
pupil, but a careful medical examination showed the pupil to
be suffering from sugar diabetes, with the result that a
physical ailment was largely responsible for the many failure
causes which had been ascribed to him.
Unfair marking is a cause which again invites a
great amount of discussion, and wide difference of opinion.
Immediately the questions are raised, "What is the basis of fair
marking anyway? " "Are written examinations going to equal the
credit given for conscientious classroom work?" "To what ex-
tent is effort going to count in the attainment of a passing
rank?" These questions, and many other similar ones, would re-
quire no end of discussion to answer, and would then be agreed
upon by no two teachers.
( 12 )
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Professor Ferris of Cornell University makes the
following statements with regard to examinations as a measure of
pupil progress:
1. Frequently the questions are not
well selected,
2. Examinations fail to consider the rate
at which each pupil can work,
3. Frequently the marks which a pupil
receives on an examination paper de-
pend upon the teacher who grades the
paper as well as what the pupil
places on the paper.
Now Professor Ferris is, undoubtedly, referring to the
old type of subjective examination, and he is probably right in
what he says of the results obtained from such examinations.
But they are considered essential as a part of the marking pro-
gram, and must be subjectively corrected.
Oj,\ _
ihe objective type of examination has its limitations.
The pupil dops not have an opportunity to organise his thought.
These new types of examinations are not diagnostic in that they
do not tell where he stops reasoning altogether and starts guessing.
The traditional examination, therefore, has its merits and these
are sufficient to guarantee its continued existence for some time
to come.
Unfair marking then presents numerous difficulties
which may not easily be overcome. The judgment of the teacher
P. M. Symonds
Measurement in Secondary Education
Pg . 40
^'ihe MacMillan Co. -1930)
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is to play an important part in the final rank given, and that
judgment seems to be subject to a considerable degree of error.
Unsatisfactory home-study conditions and worry over
home problems were two other causes mentioned. In speaking of
such faulty home conditions, L. J. Bruecker makes the following
statement in diagnosing pupil difficulties:
^ "Obviously it is the duty of the teacher to be familiar
with the social background of the pupils in her class in order
that she may intelligently analyze the needs of each individual
and make necessary adjustments of instruction. - - - However, the
relatively small number of such clinics (to determine home condi-
tions) means that most teachers must study their own pupils".
A high school teacher with approximately one hundred
and fifty pupils in a five recitation program, and with no
clinic at hand, is apt to find the study of home conditions al-
most impossible excepting as she is told of them by the pupil.
Poor foundation is a cause frequently given in con-
tinuing subjects, and may be criticised for the following prac-
tical reasons:
1. The teacher has no way, in many instances,
of determining the fact that proper found-
ation is lacking.
L. J. Brueckner
Diagnosing Pupil Difficulties -Pg. 123
(The Journal of the National
Education As so ci at ion-Apr. 1932)
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2. Forgetfulness might well be substituted
in pl-^ce of the above-mentioned cause.
2. The lack of standard re uirenents or a
definition of the fundamentals o** the
course may easily cause disagreement
between the teachers of two successive
years in the sublet.
4. "Passing the buck" or excusing one's
own lack of teaching ability may be the
real reason behind such a designation
of failure.
Faulty curriculum construction, in many instances,
is a real reason for failure. It may explain a number of reasons
«
such as failu e to concentrate, lack of interest, laziness, and
y/
dislike o^ the subject. Irwin and Marks found that curriculums
are too much concerned with giving information, and too little con-
cerned with affording opportunities for experience. A curriculum
has frequently been ouilt up to follow a logical sequence from the
point of view of the adult mind ^ather than to follow the develop-
ment of pupil interest. However, without guidance, any curriculum
is apt to prove faulty in meeting the needs of a particular pupil,
and the elimination of the causes herein mentioned might be brought
about, to some extent, through guidance in the choice of studies.
Thus ve find that although it is a relatively easy
matter to build up a list of retardation and maladjustment causes,
many factors must be given careful consideration in determining the
value of the many reasons which both teachers and pupils consider
as valid.
Irwin and i*arks - Fitting
the School to the Child
Pg. 118
( Macmillan, Company-1924)
( 15 )
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REKSDI A L MEASURES
Having made the foregoing statement of causes of re-
tardation, it seems the next logical step is to give some con-
sideration to the remedial measures commonly used in the
schools to avoid or lessen the great number of retardations
in the promotional scheme of the elementary schools.
In answer to the question - "What are the best means
for reducing failure in Elementary and Secondary Schools?",
the following are some of the more important methods suggested
1. Using achievement and diagnostic tests followed
by special help and remedial work - test for deficiencies and
diagnose pupil difficulties in each subject,
2. Giving individual attention to pupil needs
and interests.
3. Grouping according to ability, providing
differentiated courses of study, and applying teaching methods
suitable to each ability level.
4. Keeping work within the grasp of pupil,
5. Learning about the pupils' home conditions and
securing cooperation of parents.
6. Diagnosing reading difficulties of individual
pupils and giving remedial treatment.
Ninth Year book
Department of Superintendence
Pg. 56*«59
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7. Creating an esprit de corps; maintaining
high morale; developing enthusiasm for subject by the teacher;
arousing sufficient interest in each subject to carry the
pupil over the necessary mechanics of the subject*
8. Improving teaching methods; giving more
thought to the preparation of the daily lesson plan; making
liberal use of teaching plans and devices; varying the method
of attack; using laboratory type of class procedure, etc.
9. Teaching pupils how to study and how to
organize their work.
10, Improving the health of the children. Have
health inspection each morning. Refer cases of illness to the
doctor or school nurse. See that physical handicaps are
diagnosed and corrected*
11. Giving individual instruction*
12* Applying flexible promotion standards. Basing
promotion on the pupil's attainment as compared with his ability.
Providing extra promotion for superior pupils*
Some of the important remedial measures having been
listed, we shall now turn to a brief study of some of these in
order to find out the advantages of each type and how they may be
used most effectively. The first measure under discussion is the
aptitude or achievement test.
( 17 )
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AAPTITUDE TEST AS A. REMEDIAL MEASURE
Dr. G. Hildreth in a study of the use of Scholastic
Aptitude Tests at the Lincoln School, New York, makes the
following remarks concerning the remedial value of ^titude
testing:
"Progressive schools cannot afford to leave to chance
outcomes of instruction in terms of pupil achievement. The
determination of pupil aptitudes by means of tests, before in-
struction is begun, is a safeguard against failure. These tests
indicate what children are capable of learning at different stages
of maturity, and indicate what has been learned, thus providing
the school with information that will contribute to the child*
s
successful adjustment and avert the danger of confronting him
with unsurmount able obstacles to achievement.
Progressive schools enroll a large proportion of
gifted cnildren. The school is charged with the large responsi-
bility of fitting these pupils for the leadership which many of
them may be expected to assume. The school's responsibility in
this connection is two-fold; first, to identify the pupils who
are most gifted, whether generally or in specific accomplishments,
and, in the second place, to insure that each child utilizes
r
^Progressive Education
Jan. 1933
( 18 )
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hi 3 talents. Too often we hear of gifted children who "get by"
with mediocre accomplishment before realizing the extent of their
capacities and the achievement of which they are capable."
Aptitude tests possess two very important characteristics
which are of great value to the teacher using them. These two
characteristics referred to are objectivity and standardization.
An objective examination eliminates the personal equation and may
be corrected by a person other than the teacher giving the test,
with the same rank being assured to the pupil.
The second advantage of such a test is the characteris-
tic of standardization. Many teachers are not as yet in favor of
the standardized test, and prefer to make up their own examina-
tions from the text-book in use. A standardized test is one which
has been given to a gr^at number of pupils of the same age and
grade throughout various parts of the country. The results of
such testing have been carefully tabulated and a norm established
by which all teachers may rate their classes as to the results
obtained from such an examination. The test is standardized only
when the addition of more data of an unselected sort is added to
the original data without affecting the original computations of
central tendency in achievement. It is true that there is no
very clear understanding as to what constitutes a really worth-
( 19 )
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while standardized t.est. Various aptitude tests have been
carefully rated, and we find that authorities differ as to which
test is best fitted for use in the junior or senior high school
classes.
They do agree, however, that the new type of examina-
tion possesses the advantage of objectivity and that such a
quality is of value in accurately rating a student.
In the promotion and classification of pupils, the
use of standardized tests may be made to great advantage. Some
of the following problems may receive valuable aid in their solu-
tion by the use of such tests according to W. S. Monroe, who
d-/
makes the following suggestions;
1. Grade placement of pupils entering school.
When pupils enter school for the first time,
they are usually placed in the first grade, and all are required
to do the same work. Recently it has been suggested that when a
school can be organized so as to permit it, the pupils entering
should be grouped according to their capacity to learn. Since
the pupils 3re just entering school, the supervisor has very
little information concerning them. A few minutes devoted to the
'.V. S. Monroe - The Theory of
Educational Measurements.
(Houghton Mifflin Co. -1923)
( 20 )
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application of a general intelligence test will enable the
instructor or the teacher to place such children with surprising
accuracy.
2. Placement of transfer pupils.
Standardized tests can be used to measure their
achievements. A general intelligence test will yield a measure
of their capacity to learn, and a comparison of the measures of
the grade will indicate where a pupil should be placed.
3. Promotion of pupils.
The rules governing the promotion of pupils
are a question of school policy. No educational standardized
tests can answer these questions of school policy, but after the
general policy has been defined, standardized educational tests
are valuable instruments in dealing with some of the problems
that arise in connection with the promotion of pupils. They have
frequently revealed bright pupils who had not been suspected of
this capacity by their teachers. They yield valuable supplemen-
tary information in doubtful cases.
4. Classification of pupils within a grade.
Even when pupils are placed in the grades that
correspond to their mental ages, there will be differences in
I.Q f s. Those having high I.Q*s will be able to learn more
( 21 )
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rapidly than those who have low I.Q's and the general intelli-
gence test, together with certain other factors, affords a
basis for classification*
The authors ju3t quoted have said much in favor of
the aptitude and achievement test. Before leaving the subject
of such tests, it might be well to note a few facts concerning
them.
Careful use of these measures must be adherred to if
the results claimed for them are to be attained to any great
degree. These tests, in order to accomplish much of remedial
value, must be properly given. Anyone can, by carefully follow-
ing directions, administer an objective type examination. After
the test has been given, the results obtained must be translated
into figures or graphs which will tell what the pupil taking the
test has accomplished or failed to accomplish.
It is obviously unfair to give a test in modern
history, for example, and then base a student's rating in the
class on the results obtained. A traditional examination, cover-
ing the same ground, might allow the pupil opportunity to show
ability in organizing thoughts that the objective test entirely
overlooked*
( 22 )
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In addition to all this, a standardized test may
not necessarily be of merit. The first concern of one who
wishes to choose a standardized test is to make sure that the
test really measures what it purports to measure — that it is
valid. The second important factor to note is its reliability.
This refers to the accuracy of a test in really measuring re-
sult s.
The facts just stated have perhaps shown us that the
achievement test, while having numerous advantages, is by no
means inf allible, and we now turn to a second remedial measure -
ability grouping.
P. M. Symonds - Measurement in
Secondary Education - Pg*279 & 289,
(MacMillan Company-1930)
( 23 )
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A brief consideration of this problem will show that
there are two major groups of pupils who derive most benefit
from such a step. The bright student ana the backward student,
if placed in the same classroom with a number of average scholars,
finds that neither one can enjoy the same maximum of success.
*
both types have needs and difficulties which 3re not apt to re-
ceive the proper consideration when the teacher is engrossed in
the task of imparting knowledge to such a mixed group, and at
the same time, seeping the number of failures down as low as
possible.
The bright pupil is likely to be neglected on the ground
that he will get a moderate amount of learning without special
attention. The backward pupil, unless he is on the border-line of
passing, may be given up as hopeless in the desire to give the
major part of the time and effort to the average members of the
group.
Yet each type of pupil needs remedial teaching, though
of a decidedly different type. Homogeneous or ability grouping
may be considered as one method of meeting the difficulties pre-
sented, when the problem of what e^ch group needs is under-
stood.
( 24 )
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cTHE PROBLEM OF THE BRIGHT OR GIFTED
While on the subject of remedial measures, a little
time and thought should be given to the "A M class of pupils
who are often-times neglected for the dull or retarded child.
Elizabeth L. Woods, of the Division of Psychology
and Educational Research, Los Angeles City Schools, makes the
following statements:
"The child of brilliant intellect has sometimes been
called the most neglected child in our schools. It is incon-
trovertibly true that the course of study is not planned for him,
and that as a rule his reading comprehension is from two to five
years ahead of that of the average child of his own age. These
children make up four percent of the school population, and it is
estimated that there are 1,500,000 such children in one country.
In the Los Angeles Schools, special cla sses known as
Opportunity A classes have been established to care for the in-
tellectual, social and emotional needs of these children.
Enrichment of their program rather than rapid advance-
ment through school is the aim.
Clubs of nature study, cartooning, poetry, drama,
astronomy, or anything which has genuine interest for the group
Journal of Education
July - 1931
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are a feature of these groups. A modern language is added when
a suitable teacher can be obtained".
The above statements make as realize that in our study
of remedial measures, something like the above plan should find
its way into the elementary school system.
/I. Grace Ball, Supervisor of Special Classes,
Pasadena, California, says:
"If gifted children are the nation’s greatest po-
tential ass°t, and if democracy in education means giving equal
opportunity to all children — not giving them the same training
so each may develop to his fullest capacity, we need enter no
plea for the education of gifted children. It is theirs by
r ight ",
In an attempt to summarize, eight guiding principles
of organizing the education of bright pupils are below listed,
along with a few suggestions and comments:
"1. Their work should be more thorough, deeper
and greater in actual quantity. This is necessary because
the ability of the pupils demands more adequate subject
matter than would be presented to the average pupil.
s< t Journal of Education
July -1931
J.L.Horn - The Education of
Exceptional Children - Pg.138
(The Century Co. -1924)
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2. Additional fields of work should be opened
up whi oh, while enlarging the scope of the curriculum,
does not invade the secondary school courses of study.
5.
These children should, in a special way, be
introduced to the arts. Appreciation of art may offer a
valuable field wherein such a fihild may gain much in the
way of enjoyment, and employ the time which, in the ordinary
classroom, would hang heavy on his hands.
4. Time-consuming methods should be deliberately
emp loy ed.
5. Accepted, standardized, traditional and habi-
tual ways should be minimized. His mental ability demands
something different from that which the average student
receives, and the traditional manner of presenting the sub-
ject-matter to be mastered must be abandoned.
6. The creative impulse, the tendency to vary and
to challenge the established ways, should be deliberately
st imulated.
7. Special aptitudes should be searched out,
fostered and developed.
8. The problem of social adjustment should receive
careful consideration. Such a pupil is going to realize,
as he advances through high school and college, that he
needs to adjust himself to the society in which he finds
( 27 )
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himself. He will, in all probability, be quite a few years
younger than those with whom he is associating and he must
be able to adjust himself to such a situation.*
D
THE BACKWARD PUPIL
Many of the boys and girls found in the group be-
long to what Dr. E. W. Butterfield terms as “The New Fifty
Per Cent". This type of pupil ranges in I.Q. from 70 to 90,
and is in no way to be confused with the type of pupil for whom
special institutions have been established.
He is to be trained for the jobs in life, as con-
trasted with the trades and professions. Perhaps ability grouping
may play an important part in this training, since his is to be
a civic curriculum and different from the others in course of
content. Dr. Butterfield has mapped out for this pupil a set
of five school courses which may be briefly stated as follows:
1. The world goes on (Reading). A he school aim
should not be to skim the impossible, but to read more pages
in ordinary publications.
/- Dr. E. W. Butterfield -
The New Fifty Per ^ent
Pg. 269-272
(Junior-Senior High School
Clearing House -Jan. 1934)
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2* Our neighbors (Social Science). This course
should emphasize the family budget, the family insurance policy,
and the analysis of the tax bill, not as an imposition but as a
payment for joint service, for insurance or for investment.
2. The physical home (Science). This course is designed
to give a real knowledge of our inanimate friends, servants and
associates.
4. Satisfying ideals (Art). This course should lead all
to the ideals of propriety which appear in beautiful lawns, gar-
dens, in dress and in a personal application of beauty culture.
5. The joy of living (Recreation). These pupils are
here taught appreciation of the games and amusements which are to
make up such an important part o p their daily lives.
In stating the above-mentioned courses for the fifty per-
cent, it seems to me that Dr. butterfield has pretty closely
approached a really worthwhile program for the backward pupil. The
program just outlined gives to this type of pupil the subject-
matter and courses of study which will fit him for life. He is
not to be burdened with the kind of training which would apply to
one who is to enter the . professional field or even, in many cases,
the training for the trades. He is going to acquire much of know-
ledge and understanding which will best prepare him for the "job",
that is to be his and for worthy use of his leisure time.
( 29 )
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ESUPERVISED STUDY
Dr. E. W. Butterfield in his plan for "The New Fifty
Per Cent" advocates strongly that all required work for such
pupils and teachers should be done in school hours. He says,
"In general, all periods should be cooperative work periods for
teachers and pupils together and sufficient in time for all re-
quirements. In this curriculum, pupils may live normally and
think as they study".
''^"Lengthen the school days", urges J. A. Boyd in an
edition of "Education". "Say that and you will hear gasps at such
heresy. But, in actuality, it will ma^e no difference, for at
least one hour's home-work is expected of each high school pupil.
Under this plan, the day could be divided into six one hour periods.
The first half of the period could be devoted to recitation, ex-
planation and assigning the next lesson, and during the second
half, the next day’s assignment would be studied under the super-
vision of the same teacher".
E. W. Butterfield - The
New ^ifty Per Cent - Pg. 269
(Junior-Senior High School
Clearing House)
j. A. Boyd - Reducing Failures
In High School - Pg. 428
(Education - March 1931)
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Following along the same trend of thought, R. a.
Greig suggests a double period, two-subject program for high
school students. They have double periods in each of the two
classes instead of single periods, and complete one unit of work
in each semester rather than a half unit in four subjects. This
extra-long period is designed especially for really effective
supervised study.
To the student who finds difficulty in mastering the
work of any subject this program, or any program providing an
opportunity for supervised study, is of great worth as a reme-
dial measure. The cnief benefit of the double period seems to
lie in the fact that he has time to actually accomplish something
in the way of study. A shorter period, forty minutes for ex-
ample, acts oftentimes as a "warming-up n period. He just gets
settled down to real study when the bell brings that subject to a
close, and he is off to another class with very little gained ^rom
his fifteen or twenty minutes of study.
As we look back to the causes of failure and to the
suggestions listed for overcoming this difficulty, e note the
need of individual instruction and special help mentioned in two
or three instances. Here is a solution to the problem of in-
I R. A. Greig - A Double period,
Two-Subject Program for High
School students - Pg. 227
(Junior-Senior High School
Clearing House - Dec. 1953)
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aividuai help. In a supervised study period, the instructor is
able to help the pupil in solving his difficulties. Efficient
help can best be given by the teacher of the subject to be
studied, and incidentally, it offers that instructor an opportun-
ity to know just how much effort is being put into the task of
mastering the subject at hand.
Again, it presents a wonderful opportunity for knowing
the members of the class better. As the teacher works with the
girl or boy, he may n-ain information concerning home-life and
conditions which may be used to deoided advantage in helping that
pupil to be more successf.il in school life.
F
PUPIL TYPE DIFFICULTIES - WITH REMEDIAL SUGGESTIONS
The various suggestions for improved scholarship made
thus far have dealt with the class as a whole for the most part
and have not placed much emphasis on the individual. Most tea-
chers know, and often to their sorrow, that a class generally has
within it certain pupils who, for a number of reasons, seem to pr
sent certain difficulties to be surmounted if the class is to be
conducted smoothly and any great amount of work accomplished.
Many are the personal characteristics which may be re-
sponsible for the retardation of pupils, and frequently the ones
( 32 )
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possessing these characteristics are not the ones to suffer most
from them. The overzealous pupil may cause as much trouble in the
classroom, perhaps unintentionally, and may detract as much from
the efficiency of the group as the dullard who is unable to con-
tribute much to the subject under discussion by the student body.
The "repeater
",
or the upper class student in a first year reci-
tation period, are two others who may go far in taking time from
those who need it most.
Douglas Waples in his text
f
"Prob Lems in Classroom
Me thod
",
makes mention of a number of pupil characteristics and
some very definite suggestions as to now they may best be dealt
with by the instructor. The list of difficulties and suggestions
as to remed i al me a s ur es which folio ws i s quo ted from the abov e—
mentioned text:
1. Restraint of the overzealous pupil.
Change from discussion or recitation work to
the individual study basis as promptly as possible. When
his remarks are. well intentioned but irrelevant, refer him
to sources where he can cover the irrelevancy and cover the
point at issue.
2. Bright and lazy pupils.
Such pupils may be stimulated by assigning
well selected readings, by indirect appeals to his pride,
Douglas Waples - Problems in
Classroom Method
(The MacMillan Co. -1927)
( 23 )
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by pretending to doubt his ability, by obliging him to
plan his work and to carry out his plans, and by holding
him responsbile for more than the average amount of
work.
3. Dull and lazy pupils.
The slow and indifferent student who re-
refuses to work, may, after a basis of friendly dis-
cussion is established, be shown that the benefits which
he is to derive are immediately in proportion to his
efforts -- such benefits being defined as self-respect,
social standing in the class, respect of teachers, and
command of useful ideas, skills, and aptitudes.
The "repeater", who ignores home assign-
ments, may be made to do the work in class periods under
such stimulus and direction as his interest and diffi-
culties render most effective.
A failing pupil who is indifferent to his
failures is often best aroused by directing him in work
that is conspicuously different from the regular work of
the class.
4. Dull and conscientious pupils.
The pupil who fails entirely to grasp the
matter under discussion when the rest of the class has
( 34 )
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grasped it, may be given a brief and clear explanation
in private; or may be taught to form his understandings
by his own study rather than by class discussion.
The industrious but apparently stupid
pupil should have his particular difficulties located;
the instructor should combat the tendency on the part of
the pupil to learn lessons as such; and classroom work
should be closely related, whenever possible, to his
familiar out-of-school experiences.
5. Bright but dishonest pupils.
Such pupils s ho .ild be taught to recognize
the wide distinction between written papers and the
learning which the papers are supposed to indicate.
6. Clowns and humorists.
A pupil oftentimes may be called in for a
private conference where the essentials of courteous be-
havior can be explained to him.
The class clown who pokes his neighbors
and laughs until they share his laughter may be isolated,
and in private conference may be taught a proper sense
of dignity which is further developed by giving him
some direct social responsibilities in the classroom.
( 35 )
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7. Personal peculiarities.
The stuttering pupil may be given private
speech instruction; otherwise he should be allowed to
write the conclusions reached in study, except when he
volunteers to talk.
The deaf pupil should, of course, be
placed in the front seat, and brief statements repeated
for his benefit whenever necessary. Much of his in-
struction should, if possible, be based on written
material.
Pupils with physical or mental peculiari-
ties should receive a due amount o r consideration from
the class. Any members laughing at them or imitating
their peculiarities should be requested to apologize
and should be shown tnat public courtesy i3 demanded at
all times in the classroom.
G
SELF-IMPRO 7EHEM T FOR THE TEACHER
If, to suggest a lengthening of the school day is to b
considered heresy, how would a brief "making over" program for
the teacher be received? Yet, it seems as though a remedial raea
sure of great value might well be found in this particular field
of endeavor.
( 36 )
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Edwin H. Hughes, Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, in an article, "The Great Teacher", says, "Going to no
college, He founded hundreds of colleges; visiting no libraries.
He inspired thousands of libraries; writing no books, He in-
spired, first and last, countless authors. May I not, therefore,
bring that example down within the irai table areas of all our
lives, and mention four characteristics that are human and easi ly
followed in the method of Christ as a teacher. Gather these four
around anyone, the first being naturalness, the second clearness,
the third personalness, and the fourth vitalness".
For practical purposes, these four characteristics
seem worthwhile considered from the standpoint of the teacher*
Naturalness might well be defined as poise, not pose.
The teacher who is fortunate enough to carry poise into the clss-
room, has made a vital contribution to the success of the group
under instruction. Pupils are quick to appraise the true worth
of an instructor, and naturalness at all times is very apt to
win approval on the part of the members of the class. Indifference
or even hostility on the pupils’ part may be broken down by an
easy, unaffected manner on the part of the teacher.
Clearness in explaining, in giving an assignment, and
in questioning during a recitation period should be a second aim
- Bishop E. H. Hughes -
The Great Teacher
Pg.34
(The National Education Asso c iation-lSZB)
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of the good teacher. How many times a student is h^ard to say,
"I didn't get the assignment last period? "I couldn’t understand
the question asked of me". "I don't understand that problem, even
if it was explained by the teacher”. Such statements as these
seem to indicate that in some instances, at least, the instructor
has need of these much discussed "remedial measures", personally
appli ed.
Personalness or personality is a factor hard to define
with reference to classroom teaching. Everyone has personality
to some degree, and the development of a pleasing personality
is an important step in the direction of success on the part of
the one instructing as well as the one being taught.
Vitalness needs to be brought into the recitation by
the one in charge if he expects to find it developing in the group
of boys or girls under his direction. Frequently, a listless
attitude on the part of the pupil may be traced directly to the
same attitude on the part of the teacher. A teacher capable of
being clearly understood by the class, alert, sympathetic, and
unaffected might almost be listed as a true remedial measure for
certain of the pupil failures.
( 38 )
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Many remedial devices are found in the various
promotional plans which have been developed and tried out
in the various schools throughout the country. Individual
help, careful planning of assignments, project methods,
homogeneous grouping, use of standardized tests, supervised
study periods, and provision for individual differences in
ability are provided for, to a great extent, in such pro-
motional systems.
The last phase of the discussion developed in
Part I of the thesis deals briefly with some of the better-
known promotional plans, and offers a brief explanation of
the essential factors in each type of promotional procedure.
H
PROMOTIONAL PLANS - THEIR USE AS REMEDIAL DEVICES
A very vital factor in the educational program of
the present day is the cost of maintaining adequate schools.
In such a period of financial depression as we are now in the
midst of, the public eye is turned all too frequently to the
of money expended in the educational system in the community.
( 39 )
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Englehart in his Public School Organization and
Administration makes the following statement:
'It is most difficult to show the productive value of
education, yet few would hold that the public schools are not
economically productive. From some sources, there is the constant
complaint that the schools are costing too much. In times of fin-
ancial stringency, certain public leaders are ready to curtail the
school budget to lighten the tax load".
A flexible promotional plan must be considered as
one means, not only of eliminating retardation and maladjustment,
but of cutting the cost of education without injury to the school
system.
In the past, the ungraded school fell into disrepute,
and out of chaos a system was evolved. Soon the pendulum swung
from "no system to nothing but system", and the graded school
became formal and unyielding in its institutionalized practices.
Pupils were admitted at a given age into the first g~ade; and at
the end of a year, those who "passed" a formal examination were
promoted to the second grade, and in a similar fashion on through
eight or nine years of schooling.
From the individual instruction in the ungraded school,
crude as it was, a plan resulted in which simultaneous instruction
^F. Englehart - Public School
Organization and Administration
Pg. 226-227
(Ginn & Company - 1951)
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of all the pupils of a class in ail the studies resulted.
y//
The child was completely lost in the group, and little did the
teacher recognize individual abilities. In other words, the
grades were "separated by a wall in which is a closed door".
"Once a year the door opened for the passage of these who are
provided with cards bearing the requisite percentage marks and
then closed for another year. To obtain these cards is the sole
aim of the children, who think only of the release from one cell
and of admission into another, in the hope that it will be more
attractive".
During the twenty-five years following the civil war,
the formalized administration of the public schools was under
pressure. A more flexible promotional plan was sought after,
and with many good results*
-^Pupils now are promoted oftener, much oftener, than
they were thirty years ago, and a smaller percentage are "failed".
Children do find somewhat greater incentives to work at their
school subjects. They do have an opportunity to advance within
those subjects somewhat more in accordance with their own in-
tellectual capacities. They are taught by somewhat better trained
and better paid teachers.
**/ G. L. Packard
School Supervision
Pg.91
Rupp and Shumaker
The Child-Centered School
Fg. 76-77
(World Book Co. -1928)
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All along the line of external school administration,
things have bettered, and we owe it to the Liberal Left among
the school administrators.
Let us now turn to an examination of some of the
more elastic plans of promotion.
- 1-
' THE WINNETKA PLAN
The modern movement towards individualized in-
struction which was made possible by the standardized tests is
well exemplified in the plan of elementary school organization
in operation in the Winnetka public schools. A brief summariza-
tion of the plan follows:
The curriculum in these schools is divided into two
parts. The divisions are the common branches (those knowledges
and skills essential in life to practically everyone) and the
group of subjects which comprise such creative activities as
art, music, play, handwork, and dramatics, in which pupils like-
wise differ markedly in capacity, interest, skill and appreciation.
Progress in the essentials is &rictly individual. The work is
F. Englehart - Public
School Organization and Administration
Pg. 237-238
(Ginn & Co. - 1931)
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made up of units or goals, and a grade is made up of a group of
goals, which do not necessarily correspond to a year*s work. A
pupil may be in two or three different grades in different subjects.
The room in which he sits is not specifically assigned, although
in actual situations the children are found among those of the same
age and achievement. Half of each morning and afternoon is de-
voted to the socializing activities, which are organized about the
interests of the children. This phase of the school work is not
used as a means to determine the individual progress of the
pupils.
As an interesting side-light on this form of promotional
project, F. G. Pickell makes the following statement, "It may be of
interest that we have now before us the proposition of eliminating
all grades in the elementary school and all promotions; in fact,
all notions that attend the artificial classification of children
into grades".
THE DALTON PLAN - CHARACTERIZING THE UNIT ASSIGNMENT
The three fundamental principles on which the Dalton
Plan is based are:
Provisions for Indiv. Differences
i The Dalton Flan
Pg. 269-275
Marking and Promotion
Bulletin, 1932, No. 17
Monograph No. 15
U.S. Dent, of the Interior
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(1) Freedom; (2) cooperation, or the interaction of group life;
and (2) economy of forces or the budgeting of time.
First, the school must be organized on the basis of a
unit technically known as a "house". i'his house, or home-room, is
to include pupils from all grades in the school - a veritable cross
section of the entire school enrollment. Such an organization con-
tributes to thegreater interaction of the groups which compose the
schoo 1.
Second, the traditional classrooms are transformed into
subject-matter laboratories. Here pupils of all grades will work
simultaneously on t heir several tasks either individually or in
groups. Fundamental changes in equipment are necessary, as such
laboratories should be equipped with movable tables and chairs,
with libraries of reference books, with essential filing devices,
and with all necessary maps, charts, visual aids, and other apparatus
for independent study by groups or individuals in the subject matter
to which the library is assigned.
Third, the fixed daily schedule of classes must be
abandoned. No school by any stretch of the imagination could be
regarded as a Dalton school while maintaining t hetradit ional fixed
schedule of classes.
All subjects and grades must be affected by the plan.
For example, a school cannot put its ninth grade -English or
( 44 )
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Algebra on the Dalton plan and leave other subjects to traditional
presentation. The entire school must be affected by the Dalton
plan if the plan is really in effect at all. “The Dalton plan
should primarily be regarded as a way of school living".
The "job".
In the Dalton school, the curriculum for a given grade
is broken up into as many allotments as there are months in the
school year. Each allotment forms a large unit called a "job"
which by definition is a month's work in all subjects. Assignments
are constructed by individual teachers for their own subjects, and
are examined in joint meeting of the entire staff.
The "job book" assigns to the student the work which he
is to cover, and each "job" must be completed in all respects be-
fore the pupil may undertake the next "‘job". Provision may easily
be made for pupils of different capacities or interests.
A "unit" is, in the technical sense of the Dalton plan,
one day's work in the subject. The term "assignment" or "allot-
ment" or "contract" is the pupils' work for twenty school days or
one month.
The bulletin board informs the pupil of individual con-
ferences or group conferences, the closing of subject-matter
laboratories, etc. The pupil must read the bulletin every morning,
and make daily use of its information in budgeting his time properly.
( 45 )
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The day's work is planned during a fifteen minute
•'organization time”.
During the morning session, the pupil goes to the
various subject-matter laboratories, and ends the session with
a "conference time", allotted daily to teachers in different
subject-matter fields.
The afternoon session is given over to scheduled per-
iods for such activities as music, art, physical education, in-
dustrial and household arts.
Comprehensive written examinations are given for re-
cording the pupils’ progress, and undoubtedly there is also much
subjective testing bas^d on the teachers’ observations of the
pupils' daily work.
The pupils' progEess is indicated on the instructors'
laboratory graph; a straight line being drawn through the number
of units satisfactorily completed.
Ihe pupils’ contract graph allows him the opportunity
of indicating the number of "units" which he has completed.
The "house" graph combines the pupils' work in all sub-
jects and indicates his "unit" progress at any point in a given
week.
Such, in brief, is the Dalton plan, suggested as a
remedial measure in aiding acceleration or correcting mal-
adjustment.
( 46 )
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THE MORRISON PLAN
The following features are of great importance in using
the Morrison plan.
First, the school subjects taught are classified into
types, i.e; the science type, the appreciation type, the prac-
tical arts type, the language - arts type, and the pure-practice
type*
Second, a 5-step teaching procedure is advocated which
applies to the science type of subject-matter and, with modifica-
tions, to the practical-arts type. The five steps - exploration,
presentation, assimilation, organization, and recitation are now
given with a few explanatory remarks concerning each:
The exploratory period - Exploration; designed to save
time for the pupil, discovers those pupils who may be excused
from work on all or part of the unit. The exploratory step must
somehow reveal the pupils 1 experimental background for the work
to which he is to be assigned. Continuity must be secured between
the pupils’ past experiences and the experiences which are to come.
The teacher needs and should get such direction and orientation
from the exploratory step as will enable him to snow how best to
proceed in the next phase of the teaching and learning cycle, the
presentation step.
Prov. for Indiv. Differ.
The Morrison Plan
Pg. 239-242
Bulletin No. 17
Monograph No. 13
Dent, of the Interior
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The presentation period - The teacher at this point
attempts to impart to the pupil, in a single period if possible,
the major essentials necessary for an understanding of the unit.
The pupil is thus prepared for the assimilation period with
initial difficulties cleared away and adequate motivation estab-
lished.
The assimilation period - This is essentially a period
of directed study. It ends, so far as the individual pupil and
the unit are concerned, with the passing of the mastery test.
This test consists of an oral and subjective phase as well as a
written and objective phase. However, in the practical-arts
type of unit "the final assimilation test is the inspection and
the acceptance of the completed project".
The organization period - Here the class gathers up
"the argument of the unit in outline form, with the essential
supporting facts". Such an outline must be "a coherent and
logical outline and not merely an exhibit of facts".
The recitation period - Here the pupils who have
mastered the unit present it, the class and teacher sitting as
the audience.
Third, the practices advocated by Morrison are in-
fluenced greyly by his concept of the nature of a unit. Morrison
conceives a serviceable learning unit to be "a comprehensive and
( 48 )
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significant aspect of the environment, of an organized science,
of an art, or of conduct, which being learned results in an
adaptation in personality".
The subdivisions of a unit are called elements, i.e;
a unit in general science might be "the water supply". The
elements of this unit might be listed as: the pumping station,
street mains, house connections, pressure, metering, and the
st andpipe.
One’s best judgment is the sole criterion for deciding
what the units in a given subject shall be. The unit must not be
confused with the assimilative material. The units given represent
certain understandings or concepts which the teacher desires the
pupil to acquire. In order to arrive at these understandings, he
must read references, answer questions, solve problems, make re-
ports, and enter into class and group discussions. These things
to be done are the assimilative material.
The guide sheet makes the assimilative materials readily
accessible to the pupil. In the science type of unit "the grade
sheet is a series of problems focused upon the several elements
in succession and upon the unit as a whole".
Prior to the teaching act as Morrison conceives it,
three tasks must be completed. First, the units and their elements
( 49 )
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must be formulated; second, the guide sheet must be constructed
and third, test materials must be developed.
Such, in brief form, are the general facts and
essentials going to make the Morrison plan of instruction.
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\PART II
A STUDY OF THE RANKING SYSTEM IN THE
ATTLEBORO HIGH SCHOOL - WITH A
SUGGESTED PROGRAM OF REMEDIAL MEASURES
( 51 )
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
Just as Part I of this thesis has dealt with pro-
motional problems in the abstract, so Part II is to deal with a
definite and concrete phase of acceleration in the field of
promo tions.
Having given some attention to the problems of re-
tardation and maladjustment, and having noted the various pro-
motional systems and remedial measures devised to lessen such
retarding of pupils, we now turn to the problem of remedial mea-
sures in the Attleboro High School.
Special emphasis is to be placed on the ranking system
as a remedial measure in itself; the remedial value coming from
the "D" rank as an intermediate mark between the ordinary "C "
as a passing grade and the WF" as a failure. The WD" rank here
mentioned is not new, but the credit attached to it varies de-
cidedly from the rating systems commonly used in other schools.
Through a careful study of the marking system, with
special attention to the subjects having a high percentage of
failures, other remedial measures are to be suggested, and plans
for their use developed.
( 58 )
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IA comparative study of the old and new marking systems
\ For many years, the marking system in the Attleboro
High School, as in many other schools throughout the state and
country, was based on a five grade scale:
A - Excellent
B - Good
C - Fair
D - Poor (full credit, but no chance to
continue unless work was repeated)
F - Failure
This system, possessing as it did many fine qualities,
seemed to lack elasticity at the border-line between a passing
rank and an absolute failure, particularly in any continuing
subject.
Frequently in a teachers’ meeting, the discussion would
turn to a revised system of grading wherein, while not allowing
the standard of marking to be lowered, a mark would be developed
which would provide for a certain amount of credit for pupils who
were F elt to have earned it by hard study and attentiveness in
class, and yet which would not be the same as the average passing
rank denoting full credit for a course satisfactorily completed.
( 53 )
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THE NEW RANKING SYSTEM AS INTRODUCED
INTO THE ATTLEBORO HIGH SCHOOL
it
A study of various ranking systems having been made,
vas decided to adopt the five interval plan as shown below
A (90-100) Superior work
B (80-89) Good (certification grade)
C (70-79) Fair
D (65-69) Unsatisfactory - Conditional-
Half credit
F (0-64) Failure
The WD H indicated in thi3 scale of grading was to re-
present a mark between 64-69$, and was to carry with it half
credit as a final rank in the course, i.e. 2\ credits in a 5
credit course.
While such a rank could be given in all courses through-
out the program of studies, it was decided that in order to gain
full credit in a non-continuing subject, it would be necessary for
the pupil to repeat the subject just as under the old marking
syst em.
However, if the "D" rank was gained in a continuing
subject, then it might serve as a real aid and incentive to the
student. In such a case, he would, at the discretion of the sub-
ject teacher, be allowed to continue with the second year course
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in that particular subject for a period of two months, or a
single marking period. At the close of this ranking period, if
the student gained a "C H or better, he was to continue with the
work in the course. A mark of MD W or nF rt would cause the subject
to be discontinued and the pupil then would be forced to repeat
the year’s work in which the "D" rank had been given.
In making a study of the system of gradation in use in
the Attleboro High School, it seemed worth while to make a two
year’s survey of the new marking system, and a similar survev of
the old marking system in order to determine which one offered
the greater remedial possibilities to the student.
Starting with year 1927-1928, a survey was made of
every subject with the following thoughts in mind:
1, The number of "D’s" given with full
credit in the subject.
2. A he number of failures.
S. The effect of a "D" rank, bearing full
credit, on pupil and teacher.
Having completed this study, a similar one was made of
the new system in which "D" meant only hiif credit, but allowed
the pupil who had really tried his nardest to continue with the
work of the course.
( 55 )
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A COMPARATIVE study of subject failures
UNDER THE OLD AND NEW RANKING SYSTEMS
Tiie graphic chart on the preceding page shows a com-
parative study made of twfetve subject failures chosen ^rom the
high school courses of study. These studies were selected, not
because taey were the only ones available, but because they seemed
to give an insight into the comparative difference in the various
subjects, required and elective, which were to be found on the
high school program.
A study of this chart shows clearly that with the new
system of marking, the "D" rank has been decreased greatly during
the past two years.
It seems to prove at le°st one thing rather conclusively:
-
that the pupil who realizes that a rank of HD M in a subject will
net him only one-half credit for a year' 3 work is spurred on to
greater endeavor. Under the ranking system formerly used, this
incentive was entirely lacking, since a "D" grade would carry with
it full credit for the course. The pupil also feels that under the
old system, a "D" rank gained in a continuing subject offers very
little incentive to go on with the work since he must repeat the
entire year's study 'with no additional credit before he is permitted
to continue with the second year in the course.
( 57 )
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For example, let us consider the case of a student
who, under the old marking system receives a "D" in Type-
writing I. If he is to continue with work in the commercial
department, it is highly desirable that he gain a greater know-
ledge of tvping than is obtainable in the first year training
course. In order to do tnis, however, he must repeat the entire
year’s work without additional credit. He may then, 3nd then
only, continue on in this field of study. Immediately the ques-
tion of whether such a procedure is really worth-while is brought
to his attention. Of ten -times, in fact in the great majority of
cases, he gives up his carefully selected program of studies and
drifts into some other course where he has no need to use the
course just completed other than for five credits towards his
graduation.
On the other hand, look at the same problem through the
eyes of the new ranking system in use in the Attleboro High School
at the present time. The pupil receives the same rank, "D”, for the
work completed in Typewriting I. V«ith this rank goes one-half
credit, but a chance to continue the subject, with the approval of
the instructor. Let it be said right here that such approval de-
pends entirely upon the pupil under consideration. If the pupil’s
attitude has been unsatisfactory, then permission to continue with
the second year’s work in a subject would be difficult to obtain.
( 58 )
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Thus we find that the pupil who is sincerely de-
sirous of continuing his work, is given the opportunity of so
doing, and the pupil who is fortunate enough to continue with
the work is, in many esses, fortunate in saving a year's time
which would otherwise be consumed in the repetition of a subject
failed.
( 59 )
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THE REACTION OF THE TWO HARKING
SYSTEMS ON PUPIL AND TEACHER
Let us now examine the remedial measure under dis-
cussion, namely the new marking system, by comparing the re-
actions between the old and new marking systems on pupil and
teacher.
Under the old system of marking, with "D" a full
credit mark, the pupil often-times failed to give the maximum
• effort to the course taken.
A glance at the charts comparing the "D" ranks over a
period of two years seems to prove one point clearly. The number
of "D's" given under the old ranking system far exceeds the number
given under the present-day system. (See chart - Pgs.tfc-70).
Many pupils, realizing that they can get full credit
with only a "D" mark, fail to study as faithfully as they should.
As a result, the pupil might easily develop a habit, which would
prove a serious handicap in later life. I refer to the habit of
"getting by" with the least possible effort.
In some cases, the final ranks for the year may show
a higher percentage of "F’3" under the new marking system.
This might be used as an argument in favor of the old
system over the new. As a matter of fact, it must be admitted that
under the new marking system, the number of "F*s" indicative of
(bO)
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absolute failure, mounted higher than under the old marking system.
Taken from the standpoint of tne average teacher, it
would seem that quite the opposite is the case.
During the two year period when the old marking system
was in use, some 285 more "D's" were given than under the new
system. It would be reasonable to believe that in many cases, the
"D H rank, carrying full credit, was given in order that a senior,
depending on those five points for graduation, might gain the cre-
dit required for graduation.
Consider for a moment the identical situation under the
new marking system. Now the pupil receiving MD" can pain one-
half credit only. It is very possible that in certain cases such
credit is given for effort, cooperative attitude, and hard study
in an attempt to pass the course.
The gap between the "C" and MF H ranks has widened how-
ever. Full credit is not received for the above-mentioned quali-
ties, and the pupil who is in great need of full credit in any
course must work hard in order thst full credit be gained instead
of the half-credit accompanying the rank of "D".
As a final argument in favor of the new narking system,
let us take a glance at the charts showing the summary and follow-
up of »D* s" in continuing subjects under the new marking system,
(iiee pages 63 & 64 for charts).
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During the year 1930-31, sixty-four (64) cases of
"D" credit were allowed the opportunity of going on with a second
year in the subject failed.
Out of this number, thirty-six (36) passing ranks for
H
the year were obtained. In other words, 56% of the D” ranks were
converted into full credit as the pupil continued right on with
the more advanced work of a second year in the subject.
During the y°ar 1931-32, forty-six (46) cases of "D tt
credit were allowed the opportunity of going on, and out of this
number 43% succeeded in gaining full credit for the nD" rank, and
at the same time, passed with full credit the second year's work
in the subject.
Such a showing as this indicates favorable proof that
the new marking system is a remedial measure of some merit. Also,
when contrasted with the old system, it is conducive to better
scholarship and i3 an incentive to greater effort on the part of
the average pupil.
( 62 )
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In explaining the preceding diagrams,
let us take the class of 1935 for an
example. During the year 1931-32, nine-
teen pupils with a total of nineteen
"D*s" had, during the first ranking
period, one "B", six WC'3", nine "D’s",
and three "F's". Twelve were, there-
fore, demoted, and seven continued on
with the second year in the subject.
At the close of the year, six pupils had
successfully completed the work in the
course, while one receivpd the same rank
of "D" a second time.
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VA SURVEY OF SUBJECT FAILURES FOR THE YEARS
1928-32 - ITH SUGGESTED REMEDIAL MEASURES
Before attempting to suggest any remedial measures,
it is necessary to establish some criteria to show the aeed of
such measures. In order to do this, a survey of all subject
failures for the years 1931-32 and 1932-33 was first made. (See
statistical charts - Pgs. fc>9 & 70)
Not all subjects may be considered on the same basis,
due to the ^act that some are required, others are optional or
elective, some are non-continuing, and others are subjects to be
followed up for two, three or even four years. Certain subjects
are to be taken in the commercial, manual arts, general, or
college course; while others, particularly the purely elective
subjects, may be taken in any one of the four courses just men-
tioned. Thus ft is easily seen that the remedial measures to be
suggested must depend, to a certain extent, upon the type of sub-
ject under consideration.
Since it would be of little value to give careful con-
sideration to every subject in the entire curricula, we shall
limit our survey to the twklve subjects previously considered on
the "D" chart of subject failures (Pg*5t> ) under the old and new
marking systems. We shall first select a required subject -
English - and make a brief survey of some of the important facts
( 66 )
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noted in connection with this particular study. A glance at the
ranks given for the years 1931-32 and 1972-33 (Fg 8 .69*70 will show
the following facts with regard to the total number of failures.
English I - 64 failures
English II - 63 failures
English III - 21 failures
English IV - 2 failures
One fact immediately becomes apparent, namely that as
the pupil advances in the subject, the number of failures de-
creases to a marked degree.
This may be accounted for by the fact that the average
pupil who masters the fundamentals taught in first and second year
English is well equipped to pass in junior and senior English.
Also, it must be noted that during the first two years, most of
the dull or backward pupils are weeded out, and only those with
average ability are passed into the junior and senior classes.
With these facts in mind, a few practical suggestions
as to remedial measures may be made. I have suggested, in the
following pages, one or two remedial measures for each subject
considered! First, I have given certain general ^acts concerning
the particular remedial measure, and then suggestions as to how
such a step might tend to reduce failures in the particular
study under discussion.
( 67 )
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.1927 - 1228 1928 - 1929 T o t a 1
D»s JDS D'S F’s Dfe
Engiisn IV H <7 0
" III /r W;
•' II V >-jr / H
" I 3 23 r '4
French III 0 1
2
J <? >
II 7 / V sy
M I / i > // Ebf
German III & 0
- r
" II £7 / * / ^ .
" I /j kfPhysics {.<? [
.
</ 0 M
Ghemi stry \r / /o /
:/pf
>-
biological Science -3 / > L?;
Elementary science / // /£ /
Latin IV / O
\
/
M III 7 / 70 /
" II >- / 30
-
-K
" I > ? vT" '7 7
u. o-. tiistory / 0 '7 \0
Modern hiistory // !/ '7 7
Ancient history m / /jt. 7
Gommunity Givics / 73 >*
Trigonometry a / 0
t
<5 1/1
Intermediate Algebra // / 5
Plane Geometry //. 73 37
Elementary Algebra /t 2<3 M
Penmanship & Spelling s \J m / >y 14Arithmetic - Gomraercial i / 70
Typewriting I y / 7 / ,
" II Y / '7 7 IfA, 70
M III A <£? / 0 > 0
Stenography I A [6 a/| \/0
M II / 0 T > /
Goramercial Geography /7 a
bookkeeping I > 1/L V.
" II a /
. 4
Accounting <3
Economi cs 3 /o C /3
Gommercial Law 6 0 /
Free b.and Drawing o 0 r0
Mecnanical Drawing
Manual draining ° 0 0
Domestic Arts k *rcw' I . i. _

— 1
ATTLEBORO HIGH SCHOOL RANKS FOR 1921 - 192 2
by SUBJECTS
No . Total
Cl8S 3 Div . A B c D F 1 T Failed
English IV 1 J’> 1 f?w 7 0 /z-3 /
« III c> \ 30 \m uf
" II f if. \/bf 7> >// >/
Sd " I I 33 // Tile Uzt. Z 7 3
French III 1 > 7-0 >
&
0 C
" 11 } /z- J 7 f. J/7 /j lf
" I hT
1
Si : 9C \'Y 0 /7/ 79
German III J I 7# (. a c >/
" 11 z^ /f /3 ) <7 0 ^ 7
" I y 3 iz ! >7
VGhemi stry uT 6 ?/ TU / />/
P hy s i c s / yf ? 0 ij />
El. Phvsics z- vjf" / 3 3 0 ^7
Biol. Science 9 // 1 vjT
El. Science // \?S >/ > a /y V'
Latin IV 7 7 9 V'
:
" III 7 jT /A 1 /y
" II 1 7r 6 // A3 / If? (M
M I
3 /77 j ? / & ft
o
U. s. History Kf /9 p7 9f />y
Mod. '* 3 /o >/ >9 / ?'
^nc. M Y 1 /y 33 / 'X'C
Civics C Y/qZ r / / 7
Trigonometry / / /
Int. Algebra 2" \sy 7 7- u
Pi. Geometry >/ Vjf / 7^ /yf
El. Algebra /f l^r> /7/-
Pen. & Spelling 7*3 U.7 Sf / T'
Arithmetic c /H" 39 //
Typewriting I / 97 fo /7 -x^ // / 7f
II / // iff ^ /
" 111 / f 1 /7 /) > /
Stenography I // U 7 . f b 7 ^
" II // 0
!
3/
. /
Geography y : >? !><? Sf 7 /^/
Bookkeeping I V ^
r
>/ ft> /o [ 7 / 1
9
•
» II 7 > ' 7 7
Accountancy / 7 0 0 / /3
Economics y 7 9 e
Com’ l. Law /
o
Free Hand Drawing
Mechanical "
/
3
7
.
~s3 9
Manual Training // 3 / 77
Cooking, etc. *7 £7 33 d /* y
To t a 1 s W /J>/ /Uj\ >3/ /// k 9 77'
_Tta.} L L
cf
DHI
G
H SCHOOL - ATTLEBORO. MASSACHUSKTT
S
HIGH SCHOOL - 1933
C1S3S-
No.
Div. A b C D F I
•j
T F
English iv.
* 111
" II
'« I
JT
4 .!
t
/f?'
77
7A
///
//^\ A3
/ ;
,U
zyz
Krench III
" II
* 1
¥
ry
7
zc,
77.
J0_
jf
2A
'<V
r/s
.
German 111
" II
" I
'
7
'7 Z 9
/A /
/ tz
77-
f/\
cnemist ry pr ¥ JUT 7 9
Physics a A? Ay 3a |
Ei. Physics 7 Z3 3 7 A 7
biofo. Science 7 ¥(> 6
Ei. Science r
Latin Iv / k- // !
* III iy a/
" II 3*7 ?A |l
•' 1 4? .
U. S. History A**'
Hod . w /' L* / L 7?
;
Anc . " // f/ H m
Civics 1- A
. (/u
- zz"7 1
Trigonometry / > /7< A A?
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PUPIL ENROLLMENT
L931 - 32 - 799 1927 - 28 - 673
1932 - 33 - 884 1928 - 29 - 644
Total 1683 Total 1317
A division of pupil totals for the
y^ars 1928-29 and 1932-32 by the
total subject failure over the same
periods of time shows:
1932-33 - 536
1928-29 - 529
A comparison of the total number of
"D's" and "F's" given during the
same period of time shows:
1932-33 - 94 raor e "F 1 s "giv en
1928-29 - 285 more "D*
s
M given
(with full credit)
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Aremedial classes
Such a class might be of great value in reducing the
number of failures in first and second year English classes or in
any other subjedt. A remedial class, limited in size, would
accomplish wonders in the drill on fundamentals. Many slow or
backward pupils f’ail during an entire year because of the fact
that during the first term or two, they are not properly drilled
in the rudiments of the particular study which they are to pursue
for the entire year or more. i hey go on for the remaining part
of the year adding one term failure to another since they are
carried along blindly with the more fortunate members of the class
who have acquired the basic knowledge necessary to make suitable
progress in the course.
%
The failing pupil, if stoged at the first ranking
period, might be given valuable assistance and saved from a final
failing mark in the year's work. A special class should be pro-
vided, for example in English I, and into such a class, place
the pupils who were already failing to grasp the fundamentals
of the work in that course. The teacher, especially trained for
such remedial teaching, could then go to work with these stu-
dents and attempt to give them in a slow and painstaking manner
^ the vital points needed for a successful continuation of the work
( 72 )
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—in the course. .As the year advanced, these pupils would then be
readmitted into the regular classroom period and allowed to go
on with the other students.
E
HOMO GENEOUS GROUP ING
This state cannot be carried out to the fullest
possible extent by any means. In many subjects, it will be
found that the pupil program and the subject-matter program
would come into direct conflict. However, it would be entirely
possible, with a little careful planning, to keep the pupils
V
in the various courses segregated to some extent.
If properly handled, such a class should lessen the
possibilities for self-glorification. In the regular class, the
gifted child finds himself so easily surpassing other children
that he may very quickly form a false notion of his own superiority.
As a member of a special class, however, in which he is only one
of a group, he finds others who are just as bright or brighter than
he is. This is very likely to exert a very wholesome influence
against any tendency to egotism on his part.
The backward pupil would also profit by such grouping,
since his particular needs would be met with by such an arrange-
A ment of* classes.
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Surrounded by a group of pupils who are mentaLly
superior to himself, he is apt to become discouraged and to
cease taking any part in the classroom proceedings, ^iven an
opportunity to compete with pupils of his own caliber, he is very
apt to apply himself more diligently and thus make far better
progress in the course.
Assignments can be made to fit the particular type of
mentality presented by each group and thus allow all pupils to
profit by the type of lesson units best suited to their own needs
and ability.
M. R. Owens in his finds and conclusions with regard
to homogeneous grouping of pupils says, "it should be emphasized
that all of the pupils in any of the groups do not have the same
ability. The problem of individual differences will still be pre-
sent after pupil3 have been grouped homogeneously
.
In homogeneous
groups, however, the range of intelligence is reduced from a very
wide range to a comparatively narrow range".
As was previously mentioned, the homogeneous grouping
of pupils cannot, without radical readjustments, be carried out
to the fullest possible extent, but if careful planning was done,
even under the present system, the majority of pupils could be
Bulletin of the Dept, of Secondary
School Principals of the National Educa-
tion Ass. (Dec. 1932)
Pg. 14
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grouped in most classes somewhere within the range of their
mental ability. Even if the major classes such as commercial,
manual arts, general, technical and college were segregated in
such subjects as English, History, Science, Mathematics, Econo-
mics and Civics, there would be a great advance made towards
homogeneous grouping.
£
INTELLIGENCE TESTS
Along with the subject of homogeneous grouping,
let us urge the frequent use of intelligence tests since the
two are closely linked together.
If pupils were given intelligence tests before they
reached their freshman year in the high school, a great deal
of good might be derived from such a process.
^/Classification of high school pupils on the basis of
mental ability results, or should res It, in certain advantages
1. It makes possible an adaptation
of the technique of instruction
to the needs of the group.
2. Classification makes possible but
does not insure an adaptation of
materials of instruction to the
needs of the group.
3. Classification may make competi-
tion operative as an incentive.
The Twenty-First Yearbook of the
National Societ37 for the Study of
Education
( Public School Pub. Co.) Pg. 205-10
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The capable pupil may be freed f roa the boredom that
ensues from the snail-like progress taat is necessary if t.he
slower student is to profit from the instruction.
0 The less capable student, when segregated, experiences
the thrill that comes from being first. "Better be first in a
little Iberian village than second in Rome".
4h In referring to the Otis Self-Administering Test of
Mental Ability, I. D. Lange says, "The tests, although suscep-
tible of probability of error like other group tests, are fairly
reliable and useful in determining the intelligence of pupils,
which is a significant factor in determining the success of pupils
in junior high school".
I
"The test aids in the discovery of two kinds of pupils,
namely, those who are of high mentality and need to be stimu-
lated to do work which is eoramen sur ate with their ability, and
those who are of low mentality who need guidance and help to pre-
vent maladjustment and early withdrawal from school".
Thus, it would seem that intelligence tests, carefully
used in the junior high school particularly, might be a real
help to classifying pupils and in grouping them according to their
ability to do satisfactory work in certain fields of high school
study.
Bulletin of Secondary School
W Principals of the National
Education Association
(Jan. 1929) Pg. 68-69
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The three remedial measures just discussed would
seem to be well suited to limit failure in English and other
required, continuing subjects. The remedial class especially
seems to offer a solution for the pupil failing because of inp>
ability to grasp the fundamentals of the subject as quickly as
did the other pupils in the same class.
Not all subjects are required in any particular
course, however, and there is ne^d of certain remedial measures
to combat failure and maladjustment in studies which are elective
rather than required. Here we are confronted by a new problem
or phase of retardation. The subject under survey will be Modern
History, a subject which is elective rather than required in all
courses. The ranks for the two year period show that there were
seventeen failures listed in this subject. There is no doubt
but what some of these failures could have been eliminated
through the use of proper remedial measures. Since the pupils
choosing Modern History did so because they desired to, and not
from necessity, my first suggestion would be along t*ie line of
guidance counseling and guidance in study. .A few facts are
given concerning the general value of such counseling and direc-
ted study as remedial measures.
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DGUIDANCE COUNSELING
Here we enter a field almost unlimited in its
possibilities. We may advocate anything from the home-room
counsellor to the more elaborate programs of guidance such as
have been worked out in the schools of Providence, R. I. under
the direction of Assistant Superintendent, Richard D. Allen.
A study of the charts showing the guidance system used in the
Providence schools would soon show that such a program is too
elaborate for immediate consideration in the school with which
we are dealing.
^'/Holding to strictly practical and feasible schemes,
let us advocate a modified system of guidance counseling such
as will oenter aro ihd the home-room teacher.
The work of the guidance department in a senior or
junior high school is usually grouped under three main divisions.
1. The first is that of personnel records and re-
search, or the recording of significant facts about each pupil
and the study of the factors conditioning success or failure.
Junior-Senior High School Clearing House
(Sept. 1930)
( 78 )
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2. The second is individual counseling, or in-
dividual interviews with pupils to assist them in problems
of choices of studies, leaving school, failure, etc*
3. The third division of guidance in the public
schools has been called orientation or group guidance.
Through a modified system of guidance, even with
only home-room teachers assisting, much might be accomplished
in individualizing education, and in eliminating subject
failures, ^ichard D. Allen says of such guidance counseling,
"It is useless to talk about making individual adjustments in
the secondary schools if the school program is divided in several
specialized curricula one of which each pupil must select. With-
out a counseling program, such a procedure may appear to be
necessary but with a properly organized guidance department in
a secondary school, there is no excuse for such a clumsy adminis-
trative scheme. Each subject should stand upon its own feet and
be elective under guidance. No pupil should be expected to
study a subject that does not fit in with his needs, his abilities,
and his prospects. The scrapping of specialized curricula and
the substitution of a program of individual electives under
guidance is a first step in individualizing education".
The home-room teacher functions in all phases of
guidance. It is in this capacity that she comes to know each
( 79 )
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pupil in the room more intimately than any other teacher. She
alone has the opportunity of knowing the pupil in all his re-
lationships;- his studies; his difficulties with teachers; his
problems of discipline; his home conditions and environment; his
attitudes, interests and abilities. Therefore, whether the school
be large or small, it is with the home-room teacher that the
foundation of guid ance must be laid*
R. M. Benson in his discussion on counseling service
in the small secondary school makes this suggestion, M The
publio schools could afford to devote a full week at the be-
ginning of school for purposes of establishing a counseling pro-
gram in respect to freshman students. Whether this beginning
period be three or five days, there would at least be a start
in the right direction for an orderly, wise and efficient admin-
istration of pupil adjustment through the agency of a limited
counseling service in the small high school".
We already have home-room advisers in the Attleboro
High School. It would not involve any great amount of work or
radical changes to introduce a modified scheme of guidance
counseling based on the above-mentioned suggestions. The home-
School and Society (Jan. 1932)
Pg. 9 2-94
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room teacher could be given a f ew days at the close of the year
for upper class pupils and at the opening of school, for freshman,
in order that a proper selection of studies might be made. This,
together with individual conferences, throughout the year, would
be a step towards individualized education, and ought to prove a
real remedial measure in combating against pupil failure in the
high school.
E
GUIDANCE IN STUDY
G. C. Kiemer, in a survey of high school failures,
says with regard to the value of study guidance:-
"By no means the least potent factor for the elimination
of failure on the part of high school pupils is supervised study.
It seems to offer the efficient teacher an excellent opportunity
for continued and oft-repeated study of the peculiar needs and
powers of each member of his class”. Associate Superintendent
Tildsley of New York City gives this striking testimony of its
value: "In the year preceding supervised study, the percent of
first term boys passing in four subjects was 48.6 in 1919; two
years later, it rose to 62.9, an improvement of 14.3 percent".
W. C. Ruediger in making a brief survey of the teaching
procedures of guidance study makes the following statements:
Teaching Procedures
W. C. Ruediger
(Houghton Miffen Co)
Pg. 399-409
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“A rapid preliminary reading or scanning of the topical headings
serves to give one the background into which to place the details*"
"After the pupil has an outline view of the unit or
problem in hand, he is ready to go after the details or sub-
divisions and master then in turn. "
"We have the following four aspects that may be re-
cognized in the study of a unit of knowledge.
A Recognition of the topic or problem, in
eluding motive (Why studied^.
B Scanning to get an outline.
C Mastery of the subdivisions, interpre-
tations, and details.
v summary and organization."
Along with gaining an understanding of study, pupils
need to be taught how to apply this theory so as to produce effec-
tive work.
Breed found that under supervised study, classes as
a whole made a slight average gain in the measured results of
their work, and that the poorer students profited particularly.
H. L. Miller, in advocating directed study, makes
the following remarks:
"The pupil may be a prodigious worker in the lesson
hearing school and yet fail to develop individual initiative
Directing Study - H. L. Miller - -rg.116
(Charles Scbribner's Sons)
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and a sense of adequacy by reason of the fact that energy has
been consumed in rote learning".
The excerpts from various authorities just quoted indi-
cate that guidance study has real value as a remedial measure, es-
pecially in the case of backward pupils.
In suggesting it as a part of the program to lessen
pupil failures in my own school, the fact that it can be intro-
duced without drastic changes and reorganization was a vital point
in its favor. Guidance in study could be brought about with little
difficulty, and it would seem that such a remedial measure would be
worth the extra effort and p lanning on the part of the teaching
staff,
A student who is confronted with the task of electing
subjects for the coming year would benefit greatly by any form of
guidance counseling concerned with program planning. Although I
chose Modern History because it was purely elective, many other
subjects under the two year survey would show quite a number of
failures due to similar causes. Community civics, commercial
geography, elementary science, French I, and typewriting I are sub-
mitted as subjects very frequently elected by the student with
little thought as to why he does so.
Guidance counseling would prove a most effective means
of overcoming such haphazard electing of subjects on the part of
(83)
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the pupil. i he Junior High School has furnished him with ex-
ploratory courses which should give to him a sample at least of
what such courses are going to offer him. He should know, to some
extent, his limitations, and the type of work best suited to his
particular learning ability.
All such previous experience has been forgotten in
many instances by the close of his freshman year. With the
choice of electives staring him in the face, the guiding hand of
a teacher interested in his progress would oftentimes save him
from one or more failures during his sophomore year.
Directed study may be offered as a remedial measure,
not only in the elective subjects listed, but in almost any sub-
ject listed in the high school curricula. In the particular school
under survey, the forty minute period offers a handicap to this
type of study. Ihe classroom period is ordinarily used up in
the assignment of advance lessons, recitations, reviewing and
written tests.
Although the time devoted to each subject is not as
long as might be desired in a directed study program, much might
be done if the instructor in the classroom earnestly desired to
adopt such a remedial measure. ihe week's work or term's work
could be divided up in such a manner as to allow two periods each
( 84 )
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week to be devoted to directed study. During such periods, the
pupils could be aided in gaining a real understanding of what
was essential in the particular unit of work assigned to the class,
j-hey could be shown, individually in certain cases, how the
fundamental facts concerning that phase of the work might most
easily be understood. Having gained this knowledge in the class-
room, the pupil would go home to study the assignment with a real
understanding. of what was expected of him insofar as that unit of
work was concerned. Such directed study periods would reduce the
number of old-fashioned "recitation" periods quite considerably,
but the results should justify be T,ond doubt the advisability of
spending part of the allotted time in study under the direction
of the teacher in charge of the subject.
With no very drastic reorganization, the so-called study
periods might be eliminated altogether, allowing extra time to be
devoted to a directed study program. ^his might mean that only
four or five studies could be carried during a single year, but
the benefits derived by way of mastery in the various studies woiid,
it seems to me, more than offset any advantages of the seven
period day.
(85 )
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STANDARD TESTS
*St andardized tests in fundamental subjects should
be used as freely as expense will allow. The results of these
tests may profitably be compered with the principal’s own tests.
Moreover the same test, given in several rooms of corresponding
grade, will enable the principal to decide with more certainty
as to the proper standards of accomplishment in his school",
A, Greene, in speaking of the value of standard
tests, says, "Ambitious teachers everywhere are loosing for the
best methods of instruction in the different fields. Teaching
methods can, in the last analysis, be evaluated only in the class-
room by the classroom teacher. Standard tests offer the most
effective instruments for suchevaluation.
A critical analysis of each pupil’s test score may very
likely be a means of clearing up wholly unsuspected troubles which
would otherwise continue to hamper the child and to reduce his
chances for proper advancement,
£>y means of a simple procedure, results from several
*' The Supervision of Instruction in the Junior
tiigh School - Report of a Committee of J.H*S. Principals
; The Use and interpretation of Educational Tests -
H. A. Greene - Pg.4y-54
(Longmans, Green and co.)
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standardized tests, even though they may express their results
i
in different units, can be combined into a simple record and used
as a valuable aid in pupil classification”.
^
i
E. A. Lincoln lists the uses of such tests as
follows:
1. They furnish a definite, objective basis
of comparison of individuals, classes,
grades, schools and school systems.
2. They provide definite standards of
attainment.
3. They offer a basis for a classification
of pupils.
4. They furnish a means of making an
accurate measure of progress.
5. They provide incentives for improvement.
6. They show where special attention is
needed.
7. They aid in vocational guidance.
^ In their major respects the standard tests are similar
to the better type of teacher-made examinations. A hey consist
of carefully stated exercises calling for some type of pupil
response. A hey sample the field of subject-matter to be tested.
Frequent use of such tests in all classes where it is
beginnings in educational Measurement
E. A. Lincoln
(J. Lippincott Co}
The American Schoolmaster - June 1929
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feasible would seem to be a most excellent aid in accomplishing
something of value along the line of remedial work. It is true
that all subjects are not equally suited to the use of standard
\
tests, but if they were used as extensively as seemed practical,
it would serve to some degree in promoting a high standard of
pupil accomplishment and would, to a certain extent, aid in re-
ducing the number of pupil failures.
In offering standardized tests as a remedial measure,
I realize that a certain amount of criticism may be made as to
the advisability of using such tests in order to reduce the
number of failures. i he value of these examinations comes, not
from the fact that they are easier to pass, but from the fact that
they are objective rather than subjective in type. The correcting
of such tests does not depend on the teacher, and the results
obtained are very definite in character.
Not only does the standardized test offer the advan-
tage of being objective, but it also offers to the classroom
teacher the opportunity of comparing definitely the results of
each pupil with those of the other pupils under her supervision
and with the norm established from testing great numbers of pupils
in that particular subject.
( 88 )
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GPUPIL PROGRESS CARDS
These cards are issued weekly to the pupil who is
found to be failing in one or more subjects. He is required
to present them to his various teachers daily and receive a daily
rank in conduct and in scholarship.
The principal and the pupil's advisor check these cards
at the end of each week and note whether or not he has improved
at all in the subjects failed, and whether his deportment is of
such caliber as would tend to promote good scholarship in the
classroom.
'The cards vary in form, but nearly all of them are uni-
form in demanding a daily rank in scholarship and in conduct. The
very fact that they must be presented daily to the four or five
instructors makes them of remedial value to a certain type of
pupil who dislikes very much going through such routine every day
in the week. A-s soon as the pupil’s rank has become satisfactory
in all subjects, the card is withheld, and frequently the desire to
avoid receiving any more such cards is incentive enough to keep a
student doing work of at least a passing grade.
Such a measure as this could be adopted without much
difficulty, and might prove a ^eal aid in lessening the number
of failures.
(89 )
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CONCLUSION
I have, in the preceding pages, listed some seven
remedial measures and have tried to show wherein they might have
r^al value in overcoming pupil failure and maladjustment in the
Attleboro High School.
These measures are only a few out of many which might
have been suggested as offering something of real value to both
pupil and teacher in the way of bettering the scholarship of
failing students.
A careful study of Kichard D. Allen's guidance program,
for example, would show teat here was a system which might well
operate to the advantage of the pupils in overcoming failure and
maladjustment. Such a program, however, would require much in the
way of change and reorganization.
A glance at the total number of failures made during
any single y°ar will show clearly that the number is, in many
cases, auite low. This would seem to indicate that insofar as
such courses were concerned, there was no v^ry vital need for
remedial measures.
I have, therefore, b^en confronted with the problem of
offering some remedial measures which might be tried out in any or
all classes as the need might be ^elt. The measures which I have
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suggested seemed best to meet this particular requirement. There
seems to be no possibility of any reorganization in the school
system at the present time. As a matter of fact, I believe that
i
there is no real need or demand for any such drastic step to be
taken. There is need of giving to every student the maximum chance
to obtain satisfactory results in whatever studies he may be pursuing
and to avoid maladjustment through improper choice of studies where-
ever that is possible.
With that end in view, I have outlined certain measures
which I hope might prove helpful as well as practical, if used in
the school at the present time.
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reducing tne range of pupil
inte lligence)
Jan. 1929 - (Here I found an interesting article
on the use of mental ability tests
in determining pupil intelligence)
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Tlie Twenty-First Year Book of the National Society
for the Study of Education
(The advantages of classifying high school pupils
on the basis of mental ability results were listed
in this magazine)
School and Society - Jan. 1932
(R. Ml Benson has, in this magazine, an interesting
article on a modified system of guidance counseling)
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